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Lake Parsippany Board of Directors Meeting

December 14, 2020

Not a verified quorum of membership, therefore all business and voting will be performed by the
LPPOA Board in accordance with the bylaws.

This Annual meeting of the Board of Directors of the Lake Parsippany Property Owners Association was
called to order by Pulkit Desai via ZOOM Web based meeting at 740 PM

Directors Present Absent
Pulkit Desai, President X

Danny Desai, VP X
Sebastian Ostolaza, Treasurer X

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary X
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary X

Chrissy To, District 1 X
Jeff Star, District 1 X

Rinam Shah, District 1 X
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 X

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 X
Casey Palermo, District 2 X
Tony Suprum, District 3 X
Don Phelps, District 3 X

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 X
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 X
John Scrivens, District 4 X

Deepa Patwa Tailor, District 4 X

Pulkit requested approval of the November minutes requested as electronically submitted. Majority of
board reviewed prior to meeting. Motion to approve minutes by Pulkit.  Not all members rec’d in enough
time to read, so vote to approve was held until all members can read. Deepa commented that one more
month to wait for November minutes to be approved is not an issue as all other minutes from July forward
are not published at this time. Marilyn asked that anyone who as of tonight did not read, please review
ASAP and report to Pulkit directly if there are any issues.

MEMBERSHIP/SALES REPORT

Tarak provided the following information, no change from last month. Corrected data reported in the
November minutes as follows:

BASIC MEMBERSHIP 959
FULL 389
SENIOR 100
NON-RESIDENT FULL 56
NON RESIDENT-SENIOR 13

Grand Total 1517
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TREASURER REPORT
Sebastian provided the following information:
Chase $127,940.00
Merrill Lynch: $157,887.00 (Unchanged)

Expenses 2020 YTD: $356,329.00 thru the end of November

Aging Summary (representing 597 properties) over 90 days past due:  $257,256.

Sebastian responded to Don’s query about what we are doing to repay the loans we took from Merrill
Lynch, Sebastian explained that this is a budgeted item so we will need to start repaying the load, which
is approximately $21,000.00.  Sebastian needs to contact accountants to cut a check so that it can be

President Report
Pulkit reported the following:
I’d like to thank Dan Nazzaro and Bill Sempier for their help.
Dan Nazzaro for helping someone who is sick take care of their boat for the season.
Bill Sempier will tree issues and showing me Drewes Beach and where repairs are needed.
Meeting minutes from July to October are not on the Website. Pulkit received several emails about this.
Can we address that issue? Sebastian will put them on the website as soon as possible.
Many things are on hold due to Budget discussion but they will be address once Budget is settled.

CORRESPONDANCE

Maureen Herzog passed away and Pulkit read this tribute from the LPPOA Board of Directors.
It is with heavy hearts that the LPPOA board announces the passing of Maureen Herzog.

The Herzog family have been LPPOA members for a very longtime. If you are 1 of many longtime LPPOA
members or are associated with the LPPOA swim team or ladies club, you probably cannot think of the
swim team or ladies club without thinking of the Herzog’s.

Most of all, Maureen was a friend to a lot of people in the LPPOA community, she will be sorely missed by
many.

Jeff got email from person who was cleaning up the beach… Wanted update regarding garbage cans.
Pulkit will follow up on this.  Jeff thanked the person again who was cleaning up the beach, who

Tarak got email from Dan Nazzaro who wants to know if a current member who is trying to sell their
home, is the membership is transferred to new owner.
Tarak requested that Dan’s name is removed from the email system, so that going forward all emails
regarding membership come to Tarak and not Dan.  Also, current auto responses are advising sender to
direct queries to Bill Sempier’s email, however that also needs to be changed.
Sebastian suggested we advise everyone to use the CONTACT US page on the LPPOA website which
will automatically forward emails directly to Pulkit’s email address. Jeff had stated that the email which
has the auto reply may be Dan’s personal account, Jeff will speak with Dan and have him change it.
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Marilyn reported that she got a few emails from Bill Sempier.
One email addressed Drewes beach repair project.
Bulkhead repair at Alpine Road, contacting a civil engineer for their assistance, Drewes beach repairs
needed, and he provided architectural drawings with additional recommendations on beach pavilion
layouts.  Also identified damaged trees and which trees are the towns’ responsibility to take care of.
Bill also rec’d an email from a property owner looking for repair reimbursement, however, at this time
Pulkit had already addressed this.

BEACH MANAGER REPORT

No report

CLUB HOUSE MANAGER REPORT
Closed with $0.00 for the month of October.  Clubhouse remains closed to renters.

MAINTENANCE
Nothing reported.

WATER QUALITY (All water test reports on file)
No report

NEWS AND VIEWS
Has been published, Pulkit has rec’d many questions about the budget that was posted in News and
Views.  Pulkit thanked everyone for their questions and comments and encouraged more questions to be
sent to the CONTACT US link on our website.

SECURITY
John reported on the towing signs at locations around property, need to deal with one sign at Alpine since
signs attached to trees are not valid. Thank you to John and Brian for getting these signs out.
Pulkit addressed the towing signage, overnight towing will be enforced very soon, at the very latest, the
beginning of the year, after we make sure we get the word out to everyone one more time.  Daytime
parking without badges will be addressed after everyone gets their membership badges for the car.  At
this point, if there is an overnight offender that is noticed by a board member, please notify Pulkit who will
reach out to Don.
ALSO, Sebastian reminded everyone that there is no parking in any lot, or area where we do not plow.

Don Reported:  Boats off property by November 15 – Thank you to volunteers Tony & Mike Adubato for
helping me remove the five remaining boats from the property. One boat was moved to a private home at
the request of the member who is ill and four boats were moved to the Boathouse. Those boats will either
be claimed by their member for $75 or will be auctioned off after Fish Stocking.

WEBSITE
No report.
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ACTIVITIES

Don reported for Mary Ellen Irardi on the “drive by” Santa event last Saturday.  The event was a success
and attended by 60 or so children in the community.  Thank you to all who participated, to Andy Steinberg
(Santa). Don managed traffic, additional thanks to Abigail Phelps, as well as Vanessa and Gavin Irardi
(elves), Debbie Orme for putting together the goody bags.  Deepa added thanks to the team, and Pulkit
spoke for the entire board and thanked Mary Ellen and Debbie Orme for leading the effort.

CLUBS
 Ladies Club- No report.  Marilyn will reach out to club for any updates going forward.
 Men’s Club- Randy reported club is dormant due to COVID and lack of having a leader since

Dan O’Connor’s passing.
 Fishing Club- Off season
 Sailing- Off Season
 Kayak Club-Off Season
 Swim Club- Off season
 Book Club- Sebastian stated that they are still meeting at the clubhouse.
 Hub Lakes- Randy reported there were a couple of rule changes that were approved. Men’s

Softball – new rule regarding usage of home plate influenced by COVID. Swimming – will allow
College Freshman to swim in the 18 and under in 2021 because the 2020 season was
cancelled. Darts – all teams make the playoffs instead of top 4. The Dart season starts January
8th.

Committee Updates

 Communications Committee:
No activity yet, Deepa will set up meeting once all members are firmed up.

 Membership Committee:
Tarak reported that he had a productive work session with a solid plan for badges this year. Tarak
and Jenn reported that the committee wanted to hold a LOGO competition, Jenn requested
approval to have a LOGO contest, however additional details need to be worked out prior to this.

 By-laws-
Nothing yet

 Welcome Committee:
To be run by all the District Reps. Nothing done yet.

 Lake Maintenance and Vitality-
Formal introduction between Rinam, Tony and Mike Fabricante. Rinam stated they will have
another call once additional members are on.
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 Events Committee:

Jenn reported on the activity of this committee: Emails have gone out and we have set up a
ZOOM meeting for Tuesday night pending Board approval tonight. Once we have all met, we will
have more of an outline for what we want to accomplish. This committee will most likely evolve
as the seasons change. With help and support of our members we can have many various
events and activities. These can only happen with volunteers. Anyone wishing to volunteer and
has an idea, or a special talent please reach out to us @ LPPOA.Event.Committee@gmail.com .
We will have this posted on our Webpage as well as our FB page.
Committee Members:
Jenn DeStefano Katie Vesper
Darshana Kalavadia Dana jones
Deepa Tailor Jill Tylicki Franklin
Marilyn Ammirata Don Phelps
Casey Palermo Chrystal Immediato
Brigid Crimmons

Don requested Jeff to pull the latest survey results.

 Grants:  Not started yet. Pulkit commented that Mayor Soriano had possibly given funds to Lake
Hiawatha, we have to find out what was done and see if anything can be done for us, grant wise.

 Strategic Planning Committee:  Working on Members
 Collections Committee: This committee was held last month pending review with Eileen. Pulkit

stating this committee will work hand and hand with membership committee and survey
responses.

New Committee: Youth Committee. Neha from News and Views want to be involved. Neha told Pulkit
that many young members from the community would like to write articles to be published in the News
and Views describing how they are spending their time during this COVID pandemic.  This is a great idea!

Sebastian stated that with all the new committees and the current COVID situation, committees are going
to want to utilize zoom to meet. LPPOA has one zoom account, right now we have and are paying for
only one host, so if anyone needs a zoom meeting, let Sebastian know.

Member Survey update.

New Business
VOTE on 2021 Budget:
Pulkit made this statement prior to starting discussion about the budget.
Proposal and message to the board and community on budget and membership fees. The term lake used
in the following statement represents all properties owned by LPPOA. The term member means member
in good standing. This is a proposal and we have not yet concluded membership fees. Once budget is
approved we will determine the fees.

I am elected to represent the interest of the community and our association. One does not supersedes
another and they both need to be addressed; and not just me but by the entire board. I don't want to
spend time on complaints and litigation; if we do the right thing we’ll always be in the clear. Our core
business here is to maintain the lake for property owners to enjoy or not enjoy. There can be serious
health implications if this lake is not maintained, which could result in local and state government getting
involved in and managing the lake. Those results would be bad for everyone.
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We essentially have 2 groups of people who derive benefits from the lake. Both of these groups are
considered members under law and they are obligated to pay for basic maintenance. Those who enjoy
the benefits from it via participation in all recreational activities. And there are those who derive benefits
from it via its presence only in form of high property value by living within the original property track. I
believe we cannot force people to pay for things they don't want to be part of; but they have to contribute
as they do derive a benefit from the presence of a healthy lake and surrounding areas. That means
everyone has to pay. I did not create the laws, I did not create this situation, and there were multiple
systematic failures over the years in regards to Deeds. I did not bring us to where we are today but we
have to follow the law as determined by the courts now and learn from the past and move forward to a
better future. What I am asking is not a lot but I am offering everything the law provides.

Therefore to meet the budget as best under these Covid times and economic hardship I am proposing a
budget with a very modest increase in line with nominal increases in expenses such as taxes and
insurance. There are some things we cannot escape from. I am suggesting to put a few things on hold a
lot of important repairs necessary and reduction in other items for another year, but this cannot go on
forever or even another year. I need this community to come together and make sacrifices. I need people
who have not paid to start paying. We will be reaching out to you. I do not want to go to collections, so
work with us to resolve these nonpayment situations. And with that I like to have a membership that
addresses a fair fee structure, all equal rights afforded to all members in good standing, by law (I mean
voting rights) that satisfies everyone with their obligations.

For 2020 the fees were designed before Covid with expectation of revenue coming in. We have had no
significant revenue this year due to various reasons, COVID impacting our economy, 700 property
owners have not paid their invoices, I do believe some of them had financial hardships, but I do not
believe all of them were.  We were also not able to rent out the Clubhouse. Therefore, I am proposing no
fee increases. Everyone pays $115, you are obligated to pay this fee. You derive a benefit from this lake
being just here. It may not make sense to you right now but for a small fee you are helping keep Lake
Parsippany attractive and your property values high. If this lake didn’t exist, you would have more houses
and congestion. For an additional fee you can partake in all recreational activities you choose. Further
details of membership privileges will be provided at next month’s board meeting or before. Those
disgruntled with mandatory $115 now have participation rights even if they don't use the lake, and those
who do use it should appreciate that they are paying just a little extra while entire lake maintenance is
managed by all their neighbors, many who cannot even see the lake. This is a fair and equitable
arrangement for 2021, next year.

Furthermore we have the flexibility to retain District 5 as they have supported us for many years. I
proposed we include them in the Membership as District 5. This I believe is a new way forward but keep
in mind after Covid when life returns to normal; I fully expect to increase the fees for all the things I am
suggesting we put on hold this year that will need addressing. Once again I am being honest and
transparent here. And I expect you to do the same. Let go of your grudges and think about the future 5,
10, 15, 20 years from now. Just like people have done before you that came here. With this we are
executing our fiduciary duties (to property owner plus the common property), being ethically and legally in
line with all applicable laws.
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In Summary, this is by court ordered law:
• Everyone pays for basic maintenance.
• Everyone gets voting rights.
• Everyone can walk around the lake and sit on benches and enjoy the view.
• Everyone can enjoy boating and fishing by paying applicable fees.
• Anyone can enjoy LPPOA owned facilities (i.e. beach, clubhouse) as they see fit by paying a user fee.
• Anyone can ignore everything mentioned above but they are obligated to pay their basic maintenance
fee. This is the law. Everyone gets invoiced soon and I expect you to pay your obligation. If you cannot,
reach out to us and we will work with you. We are a community and we do not want to take anyone to
collections.

This is not an easy decision but I promised to be truthful and transparent with you all.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pulkit suggested that we vote on the budget…There is one particular thing mentioned, but is being
researched.  Pulkit stated that many people have come to them questioning who votes on the budget,
and stated that there were 105 members online, which constitutes a quorum, so should they vote on the
budget now?  Jeff brought it to Pulkit’s attention that we are not able to validate who the people are on
line, since there are many with just first names or numbers, and their membership status cannot be
validated.  Pulkit will be contacting our lawyer as to who votes for Budget. John also commented that the
members on line cannot be accurately identified based on the current participant list.

Tarak asking if we can get their name and address to verify membership?  Jenn stated that we cannot
validate by asking those questions and this was addressed with our attorney.  Deepa asked if we cannot
get their names and addresses and validate off line, again it was explained that these names/addresses
cannot be validated. Sebastian reiterated that Eileen stated the Board votes on the budget.  Deepa
asking if Pulkit asked attorney, Pulkit stated the vote is up to the board and by-laws.

Ongoing discussion about who can vote…Sebastian explained that board always votes, and Marilyn
explained how the last time we voted on easement, all members had the opportunity to vote where they
had to bring evidence of property ownership and current badge.  Marilyn and Sebastian stated as well
that 30 days’ notice needed to be sent out to everyone prior to the vote.  Danny stated that in the
pandemic situation where we are meeting remotely, we need to and have given members ability to attend
zoom meeting.  Danny stating that we need to provide a way to validate membership of people who
attend the zoom meeting.

Jenn and Sebastian reiterated that the LPPOA BOD votes on the budget.  Jenn stated that we all spoke
with the attorney a month ago, but Danny stated there are still issues that need to be clarified. Jeff
suggested that we could set up remote voting like we did for the election that would be the only way to
vote for the budget.
More time is needed to clarify who votes on the budget. We need to clarify with our attorney who exactly
votes on the budget.
What budget are we going to vote on?  The only budget we all agreed on is the preliminary budget that
was placed in News and Views.  Pulkit will follow up with Eileen. Rinam stated that this is now a good
time to take questions from the members, however Jeff advised that there are still items under new
business that we need to present.
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Jeff read the following statement:
As a new board member I was excited at the chance to help our community which is in so desperate
need of repair. Over the past few months I have had the pleasure of working with some passionate and
bright people on this board. I would like to acknowledge that all members of this board have put in
considerable time and energy into working towards a membership and fee structure that serves the
community best.

These are challenging times, no doubt, and our recent history only compounds the issues our association
is facing. I would like to commend all of us on the board in the compromises we are willing to make, I'd
like to actually quote Pulkit Desai when he said "I saw flexibility where I was not expecting. Progress was
made and any progress is a good sign. We don't have a solution but progress was made."

However, that progress has unfortunately stalled and after weeks of back and forth we have come to an
impasse, even though there is a majority of votes that could, quite simply vote through the budget,
membership and structure, that is not what any member of this board wants to do. Without the unity of
this board, we are just contributing to this festering problem and not solving it. It is clear, in my opinion,
the LPPOA would be best served to have the intervention of a 3rd party professional mediator help us
through the final stages. This will assure the property owners that the fees and membership structure we
present to them was arrived at without bias and done in the best interest of the community and this
association.

Jeff made a motion to talk to and retain the services of a professional HOA mediator who can look at
everything going on and help us arrive at the best possible solution for all parties in this community.
Pulkit did not accept this motion.  Sebastian seconded motion, others were in favor, others not.  Danny
asking why we need a moderator, Sebastian explained why he felt it was necessary.  Pulkit stated that
when the budget was first done, there were people new to the budget who were not familiar with the
whole thing and hoping to reduce a few items, he feels we can keep fees exactly as they are this year,
correct the mistakes of the past and move forward.  Jeff asked why everyone is opposed to this process.
A vote was taken of the current board.

Deepa questioned adding more expense to the community with a 3rd party.  Although it was explained
that to have another voting company come in would also add an expense.  It was then explained that this
money is already budgeted for.  Sebastian asking to have a vote.  Don asked cost range for the mediator.
Jeff to get information however the initial consult will be free.  Raj asked if the president of the board
could make the final decision, but it was explained to him that no single person on the board has a voice
or the ability to direct vote for or against anything, that it is an ‘all board’ vote.  Anyone can make a
motion, it can be voted for or against.

Tarak stated that we can vote 10-7 for anything.  Tarak concerned that any disagreements going forward
will go thru a 3rd party?  Rinam stated we hold off on the 3rd party until we hear from the attorney.  This
has been discussed previously.  The additional suggestion to meet with the attorney would cost as well.
Ongoing discussion.  Tarak stated if a 3rd party is brought in, would we go by what they recommended?
Or would it again be open for discussion. Tarak also stated that we cannot use money towards 3rd party
as we want. This money is community members and not ours. We can’t use the way we want or just
because we 17 not agreed with each other’s. We have to figure it out our way and not use people’s
money. Much discussion re pros and cons…
Pulkit stated that depending on what Eileen says will give us 2 options, either the board votes or the
membership votes.  Once that is established, we can figure out next steps.
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OLD BUSINESS

Membership Q&A

Nishan-question about the budget.  Is this the right budget or is there an updated budget.  Sebastian
responded that it is a preliminary budget typically reviewed for a month by membership and voted on at
the end of the year.  Numbers don’t seem correct, corrections to different columns and line items.  New
budget would be over what the preliminary budget is.  Suggested to cut down on ‘something’. Also
suggested a reserve in the budget, concerned that this budget doesn’t show that. Sebastian addressed
questions and concerns.  Pulkit also stated that he wants to remove certain items (repairs etc.) and
therefore giving us a cushion and address those other line items with the monies from collections.
Web hosting, questioning why it’s so high.  Sebastian explained what is included in hosting, which
includes our website data base.  Cost is much higher because of membership.  Phones are required
(landlines) on beaches and the question about scholarship, the money is donated yearly to that.

Deepak-Call lost.

Harry-Appreciates LPPOA accommodating everyone for the call.  Suggesting food drive to help with our
community.  Also questioning budget, seems like shoreline improvement is a high amount and can we
hold off on this for this next year.  It was explained that this is just a wall improvement, not an overall
beach improvement. Feels that right now priority is to cut down expenses.  Pulkit commented that he is
recommending putting the shoreline repair on hold for this year. Pulkit also stated that he anticipates an
increase in fees for the next year (2022).  Don explained that we just had a toy drive which went along
with our Santa visit, the toys were all donated. During our annual holiday party we also do a canned good
drive, but this year with the COVID concerns, we weren’t able to do this.  Harry thanked Sebastian and
Don for the information and stated he would be willing to help. He also stated that the reason the
community voted for ‘you guys’ was so that you can help us.

Valay-Appreciates all efforts.  Re:  3rd party, disturbed that some board members want to bring in a 3rd

party since community members should have the right to vote on what the budget should be.  Jeff
responded that he never suggested to spend an exorbitant amount on a mediator, and it was not only to
be used for the budget, but for the fee structure. Vote today should not be made if we don’t know the
costs, Jeff just motioned to look into a 3rd party, not to accept it unless it is agreed on. Valay questioned
how Jeff could get a non-biased party when he knows the 3rd party.  Jeff explained that he absolutely did
not know the proposed 3rd party. Jeff also explained to Valay that the motion to use a mediator is to
evaluate what they could do and the cost for it, it was not to go ahead and use a mediator.  Once we
meet with the mediator during this first free consultation, we can then decide, as a board, to go ahead
with them or not. Jeff explained to Valay that there is already a deficit in the budget and we cannot run the
lake on a deficit.  Valay asking if we can find out costs before we vote on any 3rd party, he was assured
that the vote was only to look into a 3rd party, not necessarily to use the services of a third party. Randy
added that the free 1 hr. consultation would be held and after that a proposal that we would vote on.

Mayank “Why is there so much leaning towards listening to a lawyer instead of the community that you
are servicing?”  Sebastian stated using a mediator to help the board because the board doesn’t all agree
with costs/fees, he also clarified that we are not ‘servicing’ the community, that we have to follow the
incorporation papers for the LPPOA so that everyone on the board needs to keep and sustain this
association.
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Asking if the community can make the decision and why are the lawyers are making the decisions for the
community?  Pulkit went on to state that we just got thru litigation and being that so many members are
new on the board that we need to make certain what we do is to the letter of the law to avoid any future
litigation.  Initially we need to listen to the advice to make sure we are managing things properly, but after
that we can certainly taper off using legal advice once we all understand the law and how to manage
things.

Mayank asked if there was a chance that we will get to a point where lawyers are in the background and
the community can vote on everything and if so, what is holding us back?  Tarak explained that the entire
board does not agree on fees.  The reason we are “holding back” is that we are unsure how many
members will actually pay.  Tarak further explained the issues that were addressed with trying to figure
out how we will meet the needs of our budget.  Mayank asking why hundreds of thousands of dollars on
lawyers. Also feels that the lawyer costs are eating half of our budget. Sebastian explained that we do
not meet that amount ever, with any attorney. Mayank disagreed and said it is hundreds of thousands of
dollars and asked how much we actually pay the attorney per hour, Sebastian stated the fee is $250/hr..
Pulkit responded that since September, we spent approximately $1200.00 on legal fees, most because
being a new President he had questions that needed to be answered.  In the past the cost was higher
due to litigation. At this point we need legal advice to make certain we are in compliance, however, our
goal is to continue to reduce legal fees and reduce litigation.  Mayank states he feels the board is “too
much focused on a lawyer and the fees instead of actual problems”.  Jeff stated that any legal fees we
spent were in defense of law suits.  Also expressed concerns that ‘you guys keep adding expenses to our
overall budget’ in these difficult times.

Casey added that she is in full agreement and feels that we are only trying to do what we were advised
to.  Despite that meeting, there are still issues that remain regarding fees. Prolonged discussion that due
to the incorporation papers we have a fiduciary obligation to make our budget.  Deepa added that some
of the board are talking about getting for this year by the bare minimum required to make budget, holding
off for another year on things that were put off previously.  Deepa said we are trying to see how we can
hold off on these repairs will not matter if it is on hold for one more year so that we can keep the budget
low, and the fees low because of the financial complications felt by many community members because
of Covid.  Jenn explained that everyone wants voting rights and therefore we need to treat all properties
the same.  More discussion about budget and costs…Nothing finalized since we have not yet agreed on a
budget. Tarak stated we all agreed on holding off of some expenses, we just need to come to a final
decision.
Sebastian state that we can’t resolve this right now, and considering the time (9:30 PM) can we move to
the next question.

Hardik-Deepa commented, would appreciate a notification if the board members are to be muted,
Sebastian explained that he can’t mute people who have already spoken, and had to mute everyone to
allow public to speak. One problem he clearly sees is the interpretation of the by-laws. Questioning who
votes for the budget, the community or the board. Everyone on the board not in agreement.  States we
are a small community, and if he is the one paying, he should have a voice in what we pay.  He mirrors
Pulkit’s comments that we are working together.  He feels that all the problems will be solved if the
community members are allowed a voice.   Sebastian clarified that we are not voting on what you should
be paying, it’s the fee structure that we can’t agree with.  We already know what the budget is and what
money is needed. The budget reflects what money we need to run this organization next year.  One
concern is do we divide by 2200 homes or 1600 homes?  We are unsure how many will pay.  Asking not
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to increase fees. If members of the community do not pay, the association should go after them and not
burden the others who do pay.  We are working on this, asking again not to raise fees.

Bill Sempier-addressed comment to Pulkit-‘you mentioned during your talk that people who pay one
faction do not go on the beach, D5 also supports the lake, now that we have 2200 homes, with
postponing much needed repairs/maintenance, how can you see your way to say that you want to
encourage D5 membership when we can’t even accommodate our 2200 members.  Pulkit explained that
all people would not use the beach at all times, and D5 have always supported us.  Pulkit wants to re-
evaluate after offering D5 for just this coming year.

Nirav-First, appreciates all the work, time and effort of the board in trying to work all of these issues out.
We want to make budget by keeping same fee structure, instead of using a lawyer, why can’t the board
figure out a way to work things out.  Can you come up with a model to not address repairs needed? If we
went at $115, if it’s not enough, show the community that NEXT year.  Work with the community during
this pandemic.
Second, Read article 6 of the by-laws which states that if 50 people or more were at a meeting it can be
considered a quorum at a general or special meeting of the LPPOA.

Patty-“agree with Nirav, go by what the bylaws say, not by the attorney.  We have to follow our by-laws,
and if it says a quorum exists, you have to follow it.  If you don’t and you bring in a mediator, that is not in
the by-laws. The new board voted in has got to figure this out and make a decision.”
Regarding the budget: “Coming from an accounting stand point…
We cannot have a negative budget.  We just went thru craziness and is way too late to change
membership structures, a different membership configuration at this late date will cause too much
confusion.  Recommends keeping membership as basic and full as was done for 2019.  If we stick with
membership as it is now with basic and full, things are easy.  If additional money comes in, that pays for
the beach upgrades, if we don’t have that money, we have no beaches.  Stated “you promised basic
members” that they are only paying for maintenance, which will dictate line items.  There is nothing to
argue over, this is just simple math.  Any changes will enrage many, many people, including ‘myself’.
Tarak commented that’s why we, as board members, want to give the opportunity for the entire
community pay for maintenance and those who want to use recreation, they pay for that.  Our deed says
we must provide facility, it doesn’t say that we can’t charge.” Danny explained that the board is not on the
same page which is why we are in the situation we are now.

Sam-asking about budget.  Lived in Parsippany for 20 years, wants to know about previous budgets?
This will help understand how much lake maintenance costs.  Where to find previous budgets?
Sebastian advised to go to our website and look at previous November issues of News and Views.  Also
in total agreement with previous caller. (1:55)

Mirza (?) Feels it will be fair to decide-get list of members who want to be just basic and list of those who
want beach, decide how much based on this list and just collect $75.00 from members if they do not want
to use the lake.  She feels that $75.00 for basic members and charge others $400 or $450.00 for full
member benefits.  Pulkit responded that it will take some time to get to a point like that, but it is possible
to readdress.  There are also other venues we can use that will generate income, which we cannot do at
this point due to Covid restrictions.

Danny commented that because of the time we had to end the open forum and thanked everyone who
joined us.  Sebastian also stated if you have questions, please use the CONTACT US link on the
webpage.
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MOTION:

1.Committee voting:
Pulkit mentioned names of members on each committee. Please see attached sheet for committees
and members.

 Communications Committee: 6 members at present..Motion by Pulkit, seconded by Jeff
 Membership Committee: Sebastian commented that he had a problem with one of the members,

which was discussed at a work session. Pulkit feels that he provided good council and will be a
good addition, and issues will be avoided since he is not chair of that committee. Motion by
Danny, seconded by Deepa and Jeff.

Discussion about approving members, discussed all would be accepted, but since this is a new
process, we will re-evaluate, allowing for full board members to take control.  Chrissy To stated that
the comments made by that certain committee member should be addressed.
Rinam added that we need to address issues with muting and unmuting as she is very upset about
being muted since she had been wanting to talk this entire time. Not appreciating this.  It was
explained that the issue effected many board members.  Rinam had nothing to comment on. Deepa
added that we need to come up as a strategy so that we don’t have this issue going forward and to
talk about this issue and resolve it going forward, off line. Randy OK with that specific member on the
committee since Tarak is ultimately responsible for the membership committee.  Tarak will keep the
board updated on a regular basis.
 ByLaws Committee:  7 members currently. Motion by Pulkit, seconded by Jeff.
 Welcome committee:  All District Reps Motion by Pulkit, seconded by Jeff.  Jeff reported that he

has been trying to get info for all members of his district.
 Lake Maintenance and Vitality: 6 members Motion by Pulkit seconded by Tony

Tony voiced concern that people on too many committees may be stretched thin and unable to
give their time to each committee fairly.
Rinam asked Pulkit if each committee should have a minimum or maximum number of
volunteers.  Pulkit feels that some committees such as EVENTS can split up the volunteers to
make up sub committees.

 Events:  11 members currently.  Motion by Pulkit, seconded by Deepa
 Grants: 3 currently  Motion by Jeff, Seconded by Sebastian
 Collection:  9 currently.  Purpose of committee will be determined, privacy must be of utmost

importance.  Only Board Members will have access, volunteers will not be privy to details.  Tarak
requested to lead, Pulkit suggested Marilyn because of Hardship fund possabilities. Deepa
motioned, Rinam seconded:

 Youth: 2 currently.  This is still a new idea, will develop further.  Neha Shah is interested, Motion
by Pulkit to create, Casey seconded.

Randy asked about a possible technology committee/group?  That will be an internal group with the
board.  John interested as well as Deepa.  Not an actual committee, so no motion/vote is required.

Randy asked if we should vote for each member to each committee, since we voted for the
committee approval.  Marilyn voiced concern that there was one person on the committee where
there was a police report filed.  Marilyn to talk to Pulkit off line.  Will discuss at next board meeting
session…Committees created with everyone listed with the exception of one member in the by-laws
committee.  All committees voted in, member in question will be removed at this time.  All members
voted in at this time, any issues will be re-addressed next month.  All nominated members voted in at
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this point, can remove the others off line.  Specific committee cannot meet until that last member
issue is resolved.  All board members in favor.

Motion: to postpone approval of the budget to next meeting made by Pulkit, seconded by Deepa.  No
one in opposition.

Deepa added that we should post the corrected budget for the public to review again.  Sebastian stated
that we will also need to meet again with revised budget removing items on hold.

Danny stated that many members wanted to use the chat opportunity. There was an additional comment
by Danny, but I do not understand what he is saying.  Danny?

Motion: Jeff motioned to have free mediator consultation. Chrissy seconded. Board vote taken, in favor
10-7.

 No: Danny, Pulkit, Tarak, Rinam, Darshana, Raj, Deepa
 Yes:  Jeff, Sebastian, Tony, Marilyn, Chrissy, Don, Jenn, Casey, John, Randy

Jeff to set up meeting for FREE consultation and communicate with Pulkit.  Will also try and find another
mediator who would be available to provide us with a FREE consultation.  Suggested not all board
members should be involved, we will pick a few people from the YES and NO vote to attend the meeting.

ACTION ITEMS

NONE

Motion to adjourn meeting made by Pulkit, seconded by Randy. Meeting closed at 1015

Respectfully submitted,

Marilyn Ammirata
Recording Secretary
LPPOA


